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Myles Garrett, Texas A&M, DE

The Aggies product is a near lock for
the no1 overall pick, and looks to 

transform Cleveland's  inept pass rush
into something to fear.

Solomon Thomas, Stanford, DE

John Lynch understands how a dominant  
pass rush can help the secondary. In a 

deep CB & Safety draft the 49ers upgrade 
up front with a local prospect early. 

JONATHON ALLEN, ALABAMA DE

With a fresh start at QB the Bears plan to win
with the running game and defence.  Allen 

is a dominant force upfront.

JAMAL ADAMS , LSU, S

The Jaguars add another dynamic playmaker
in the back end. Watch out for the Jags to be

a top 5 defence in 2017.

MARSHON LATTIMORE, OHIO ST, CB

Size, speed and athleticism. The Titans 
continue to rebuild their secondary after a 

successful free agency.

JABRILL PEPPERS, MICHIGAN,  S

After playing LB in his last year of college the 
Jets draft Peppers to return to his favoured
position to upgrade their woeful secondary.

MALIK HOOKER, OHIO ST,  S

Hooker adds to what could be a very good 
chargers defence in  2017. He is the

playmaker they missed following Eric 
Weddle's  departure last year.

LEONARD FOURNETTE, LSU, RB

The second LSU talent to go in the top 10. 
Fournette helps Carolina get back to 

pounding the rock, taking some pressure
away from Cam Newton.

MIKE WILLIAMS, CLEMSON, WR

The Bengals need to upgrade from 
Tyler Boyd and Brandon LaFell if they 

ever hope to win a playoff game. 
Williams is the the no2 they need. 

DESHAUN WATSON, CLEMSON, QB

Still not sold on Tyrod Taylor the Bills front
office take their QB of the future. Watson is

a big game player and the Bills haven't been 
    to the playoffs in 17 seasons.

DEREK BARNETT,  TENNESSEE, DE

The Saints have stated they want to upgrade
their defence. Barnett can wreak havoc on

offensive lines. 

REUBEN FOSTER, ALABAMA, LB

The bills can't pass on the best linebacker
in the draft at no11. But will they have traded

this pick away?

    MITCHELL TRUBISKY, UNC ,QB

The Cardinals know Carson Palmer is at the
end of the road. They draft a QB to sit under 

Palmer for at least a year.

JOHN ROSS, WASHINGTON, WR

Ross adds incredible speed to what could be 
the best WR corps in the NFL. Alshon 

Jeffery, John Ross and Jordan Mathews.
Carson Wentz is set for a strong second year.

TACO CHARLTON, MICHIGAN, DE

The Colts look to upgrade their defensive
trenches after several veteran department. 
The Colts finished 25th in run defence last 

year and must improve.

OJ HOWARD, ALABAMA, TE

The Ravens will look to move to a short and
intermediate offence in 2017. Howard is a 
dominant playmaker who can also stretch

the field. 

TAKKARIST MCKINLEY, UCLA, DE

Washington need to get better upfront,
McKinley can rush the passer and stop the

run.

COREY DAVIS, WESTERN MICHIGAN, WR

Davis is the best route runner in the draft
and is the NCAA leader in career receiving

yards. However questions remain regarding 
the calibre of opponents he went up against.

DALVIN COOK, FLORIDA STATE, RB

Cook links up with his old FSU teammate in
Jameis Winston. Doug Martin's time in 

Tampa is over.  The Bucs look to get more
explosive in 2017.  Watch out for this offence.

CHRISTIAN MCCAFFREY, STANFORD, RB

Dream scenario, McCaffery is the dynamic 
playmaker the Broncos have been missing. 

Lining up in the backfield, slot or split out
he is a nightmare for S and LB's. 

FORREST LAMP, WESTERN KENTUCKY, OG

The Lions know their best chance of winning
is keeping Matt Stafford upright. Lamp will

also add a much needed edge to the run 
game.

DAVID NJOKU, MIAMI U, TE

DJ won't have to travel far for his pro career,
Adam Gase's record with tight ends is
outstanding and Njoku will contribute 

straight away.

DESHONE KIZER, NOTRE DAME, QB

Big blue adds their QB of the future. 
Contrary to popular belief it was the offence 

that prevented the Giants from making
 a deep run LY. How much does Eli have left?

CAM ROBINSON, ALABAMA, OT

Questions remain about his potential at LT, 
but Robinson has high upside could be a 

dominant RT in the league for 
the next decade.

ADOREE JACKSON, USC CB

The Texans need a quality corner following 
free agency departures. Jackson is also 

outstanding in the return game.

GARRETT BOLLES, UTAH, OT

The Seahawks have had one of the worst 
O lines in football for a few seasons now.

Until it is addressed they won't return to the 
Superbowl. Dominant defence or not. 

TIM WILLIAMS, ALABAMA, DE

KC would love to draft their QB of the future
this year but if the top3 are off the board look 

for them to add depth upfront.

TJ WATT, WISCONSIN, LB

TJ Watt is staying in Wisconsin. Watt is a 
versatile player and could play at DE, OLB 

& ILB at the next level.

BUDDA BAKER, WASHINGTON, S

The Cowboys could go for any position on 
defence here but they choose to fill safety 

after free agency departures.

HAASON REDDICK, TEMPLE, LB

His stock is rising fast and he may not fall
this far but  I love the fit in the Steelers 

defence.

CHARLES HARRIS, MISSOURI, DE

 This defensive end class is so deep the 
Falcons find real talent at 31 opposite Vic 

Beasley. The falcons defence is young and 
talented. Can they repeat in 2017? 

TRE'DAVIOUS WHITE, LSU CB

The Saints are focused on defence and White
is a nice player but Drew Brees is 38, will 

they be tempted to take their QB of the future
here? Patrick Mahomes maybe? 


